
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Border Experience (M-ID: 4188)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/4188-border-experience

from €89.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
1 day

Well-known and not so well-known routes in Austria and Germany

For the warm-up, we pass the Buckelwiesen pastures to
Wallgau, the idyllic town with its numerous Lüftl sceneries
bordered by the Karwendel, Wetterstein, and Ester
mountains. However, this place became famous mainly
because of the likable and world-famous former biathlete
Magdalena Neuner, who was born and still lives here.

But you only have eyes for the narrow toll road, which leads
you in front of the imposing backdrop along the, newly
emerged river, Isar to the Sylvenstein reservoir. Almost
unnoticed, you cross the border into Austria, and, shortly
thereafter, you enter Germany again on the Achen Pass and
thus ride a short section of the German Alpine road. The
Weißach river accompanies you until it flows into the
Tegernsee.

Your route takes you past the shores of Lake Tegern and
Lake Schlier before the Sudelfeld Road, popular among
motorcyclists, invites you "for a dance". You set the pace. In
the Inn Valley and thus a little later you find yourself in
Austria again and can recharge your batteries for the next
ride. A high plateau leads you to the most spectacular part
of the tour. Through the breathtaking gorge, you go up to
the Brandenberger valley. The other side of the gorge leads
you back into the Inntal, to then guide you back to Germany
via the Lake Achen to the Sylvenstein reservoir. Fading out,
over the lovely high valley of Jachenau and past the shores
of Walchensee, you will reach the hotel around 5:00 pm.
You and your bike are done for the day.
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Countries Germany

Austria

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty easy

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider with own motorcycle €89.00

per pillion passenger €25.00

Included

Local tour guide

Not included

Motorcycle

Catering

Accommodation

Everything that is not specified under features.

More details

Tour length: approx. 300 km

Difficulty: easy

Suitable for: Casual and experienced riders

Highest tour point: 1123 m Sudelfeld Sattel

Highlights: Sylvenstein reservoir, Tegernsee, Schliersee, Sudelfeld, Brandenberger Tal, Achensee
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Available daily from one person. Please tell us your desired date (better several). We will check the availability
and make the date directly bookable for you.

Maximum number of participants: 7 riders per group. If necessary, a second group will be added.

Start at 9:00 am. End at approx. 17:00 - 18:00. The exact meeting point will be announced per email.

General eligibility requirements:

Valid driver's license

Complete own protective clothing for rider and pillion: helmet with ECE test mark, motorcycle clothing (pants
and jacket) with ECE protectors, motorcycle boots that reach over the ankles (in the case of motorcycle boots
with laces, the laces must be secured so that snagging on vehicle parts is impossible), motorcycle gloves. We
cannot allow participation in the tours with sneakers, low shoes, and normal jeans for safety reasons.

Your motorcycle must: be in roadworthy and technically perfect condition, be registered for road traffic, be
insured (at least third-party insurance), and have enough fuel in the tank. The legal minimum tread depth for
motorcycle tires is 1.6 mm. We recommend a minimum tread depth of 4 mm.

Weather: Bad weather is no reason for the cancellation of a booked tour (except severe weather)! Please think
in any case of suitable weather protection clothing for your tour.

Accommodation: In case of a longer journey we recommend an overnight stay in a hotel. We are happy to help
you find the right hotel in the immediate vicinity.
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